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(54) WAVELENGTH DIVISION MULTIPLEXING NETWORK PATH SEARCH METHOD AND SYSTEM

(57) The present invention discloses a wavelength
division multiplexing (WDM) network path search method
and system. The method includes: step A, searching out
a network element linked list from a source network ele-
ment of a service to a destination network element ac-
cording to a inter-network element connection; step B,

performing a port search on the network element linked
list, performing a validity check on a found node, and
ending the search when an invalid node is found; and
step C, sorting out a path linked list of all possible paths
according to path topology structure data searched out.
The searching efficiency is improved by the present in-
vention.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of op-
tical communications, and in particular to a Wavelength
Division Multiplexing (WDM) network path search meth-
od and a WDM network path search system.

BACKGROUND

[0002] With the development of high-speed transmis-
sion networks, optical communication becomes a trend.
The WDM technology combines signal carriers with dif-
ferent regulated wavelengths by using a combiner at a
transmitting end and then transmits the combined signal
carriers through an optical fiber; a wave splitter splits
apart the optical carriers of different signals at a receiving
side. In order to bear a service, it is necessary for a wave-
length division network management system to search
out available paths first according to equipment resourc-
es and optical fiber connections thereof or cross connec-
tions thereof. The equipment resources refer to various
single boards for accomplishing various functions during
a carrier transmission process and various wavelength
division network elements on which these single boards
are located. The optical connections are divided into an
intra-network element connection and an inter-network
element connection; the intra-network element connec-
tion is a connection between different single boards lo-
cated on one network element; the inter-network element
connection is a connection between different single
boards located on different network elements. The cross
connection particularly refers to a cross relationship con-
figured between backboard ports respectively belonging
to two cross single boards. A light passing direction is
pre-designed inside each type of single board, that is,
the light which enters from a certain port will get out from
a/some specific ports based on a rule; the rule which is
abstracted out based on the designs of the single boards
is generally called an opposite-end port rule. Specific
connection rules also exist between various types of sin-
gle boards, that is, the types of two given single boards
determine which output port is to be used by the former
single board and which input port is to be used by the
latter single board when an optical connection is estab-
lished.
[0003] The network management system can search
out multiple paths for a service according to the opposite-
end port rule of the single board after establishing an
optical connection based on an inter-board connection
rule. Since the connection rules of all single boards are
different and some rules are very complex, a false con-
nection will be easily established if full attention is not
paid, then the path searched out is wrong and a carrier
cannot send the service to a destination along this wrong
path.

SUMMARY

[0004] The technical problem to be solved in the
present invention is to provide a WDM path search meth-
od for determining the validity of a node efficiently and
comprehensively and an implementing system based on
the method.
[0005] To solve the above technical problem, the
present invention provides the following technical solu-
tions:

In one aspect, a WDM network path search method
is provided, which comprises the following steps:

A. searching out a network element linked list
from a source network element of a service to a
destination network element according to an in-
ter-network element connection;
B. performing a port search on the network ele-
ment linked list, performing a validity check on
a found node, and ending the search when an
invalid node is found; and
C. sorting out a path linked list of all possible
paths according to path topology structure data
searched out.

[0006] In the step B, the validity check on a found node
may be performed by checking whether each item of a
wavelength, a wave band, a work/protection attribute, a
branch-path number, a time slot and a service type is
matched.
[0007] The step B may further comprise performing a
conflict check between a found node and an established
path, and ending the search when a node having a con-
flict with the established path is found.
[0008] The step A may further comprise dividing the
network element linked list into a plurality of sub-seg-
ments according to a preset rule; and the step B may
further comprise a process of performing a port search
on the plurality of sub-segments respectively.
[0009] In the step B, a port search on the plurality of
sub-segments respectively may be performed by gener-
ating a search thread for each sub-segment respectively
and performing a search port on search threads of all
sub-segments in parallel.
[0010] After step C, the method may further comprise
calculating historical interruption times of all connections
on each path of all the possible paths obtained in the step
C and returning a calculation result.
[0011] After step C, the method may further comprise
calculating a resource occupancy rate of a multiplex sec-
tion on each path of all the possible paths obtained in the
step C and returning a calculation result.
[0012] In another aspect, a WDM network path search
system is provided, which comprises a first search mod-
ule, a second search module and a path generation mod-
ule.
[0013] The first search module is configured to search
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out a network element linked list from a source network
element of a service to a destination network element
according to an inter-network element connection;
the second search module is configured to perform a port
search on the network element linked list, perform a va-
lidity check on a found node, and end the search when
an invalid node is found; and
the path generation module is configured to sort out a
path linked list of all possible paths according to path
topology structure data searched out.
[0014] The validity check on a found node may com-
prise checking whether each item of a wavelength, a
wave band, a work/protection attribute, a branch-path
number, a time slot and a service type is matched.
[0015] The second search module may be further con-
figured to perform a conflict check between a found node
and an established path, and end the search when a
node having a conflict with the established path is found.
[0016] The first search module may comprise a sub-
segment dividing unit configured to divide the network
element linked list into a plurality of sub-segments ac-
cording to a preset rule; and the second search module
may comprise a sub-segment search unit configured to
perform a port search on the plurality of sub-segments
respectively.
[0017] The sub-segment search unit may be further
configured to generate a search thread for each sub-
segment respectively and perform a port search on
search threads of all sub-segments in parallel.
[0018] Compared with the related art, the present in-
vention has the following beneficial effects:

(1) the invention first searches out a network element
linked list, performs a port search on the network
linked list, performs a validity check on a node and
ends the search when an invalid node is found; on
the basis of fully determining the validity of a node,
the search efficiency is improved;
(2) in the invention, the validity check on a node com-
prises checking whether each item of a wavelength,
a wave band, a work/protection attribute, a branch-
path number, a time slot and a service type is
matched; therefore, the problem of incomplete va-
lidity check in the related art is solved and the accu-
racy of the path search is improved;
(3) the invention also performs a conflict check be-
tween the node and an established path; therefore,
the accuracy and the reasonability are improved, the
risk of abnormal suspension of a normal service is
reduced and the stability of the network operation is
improved;
(4) the invention divides the network linked list
searched out into sub-segments, establishes a
search thread for each sub-segment, and perform a
port search on multiple threads in parallel; therefore,
the efficiency of the path search in a complicated
network is greatly improved; and
(5) the invention further provides the historical infor-

mation of connection interruption and the occupancy
rate information of a multiplex section resource on
each path, for the convenience of a proper path se-
lection for service transmission, so as to enhance
the bearing capacity of a service network.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0019]

Fig. 1 shows a structural diagram of an implemen-
tation mode of a system according to an embodiment
of the present invention;
Fig. 2 shows a structural diagram of another imple-
mentation mode of the system according to the em-
bodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 3 shows a flowchart of a specific implementation
mode of a method according to an embodiment of
the present invention;
Fig. 4 shows a flowchart of multi-thread searching in
parallel in a specific implementation mode of the
method according to the embodiment of the present
invention; and
Fig. 5 shows a flowchart of calculating a multiplex
section occupied rate on a path in a specific imple-
mentation mode of the method according to the em-
bodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Function Review

[0020] Considering the problem in the related art that
a carrier cannot send a service to a destination along a
false path searched out which is caused by a false con-
nection establishment due to the different and complex
connection rules of various single boards, an embodi-
ment of the present invention provides a WDM network
path search scheme, wherein the processing principle of
this scheme is as follows: step A, searching out a network
element linked list from a source network element of a
service to a destination network element according to an
inter-network element connection; step B, performing a
port search on the network element linked list, performing
a validity check on a found node, and ending the search
when an invalid node is found; and step C, sorting out a
path linked list of all possible paths according to path
topology structure data searched out.
[0021] It should be noted that embodiments in this ap-
plication and the features in the embodiments can be
combined mutually if no conflict is caused. The present
invention is illustrated below in detail in conjunction with
the embodiments with reference to accompanying draw-
ings.
[0022] In the embodiment below, the steps illustrated
in the flowcharts shown in accompanying drawings can
be carried out in a computer system in which a group of
computer executable instructions are executed. Al-
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though a logical order of the steps is shown in the flow-
charts, the illustrated or described steps may be carried
out in a different order in some cases.
[0023] The embodiments of the present invention are
further described below in detail in conjunction with spe-
cific implementations with reference to accompanying
drawings.
[0024] One implementation mode of a WDM network
path search system in an embodiment of the present in-
vention is as follows: Fig. 1 shows a structural diagram
of the implementation mode of the system according to
the embodiment of the invention; as shown in Fig. 1, the
system comprises a first search module, a second search
module and a path generation module.
[0025] The first search module is configured to search
out a network element linked list from a source network
element of a service to a destination network element
according to an inter-network element connection; the
second search module is configured to perform a port
search on the network element linked list, perform a va-
lidity check on a found node, and ending the search when
an invalid node is found; the path generation module is
configured to sort out a path linked list of all possible
paths according to path topology structure data searched
out.
[0026] The validity check on a node comprises check-
ing whether each item of a wavelength, a wave band, a
work/protection attribute, a branch-path number, a time
slot and a service type is matched.
[0027] The second search module is further configured
to perform a conflict check between a found node and
an established path, and end the search when a node
having a conflict with the established path is found.
[0028] Fig. 2 shows a structural diagram of another
implementation mode of the system according to the em-
bodiment of the present invention; as shown in Fig. 2, on
the basis of the implementation mode above, the first
search module may also comprise a sub-segment divid-
ing unit configured to divide the network element linked
list into a plurality of sub-segments according to a preset
rule; the second search module may also comprise a
sub-segment search unit configured to perform a port
search on the plurality of sub-segments respectively.
[0029] The preset rule refers to that the network ele-
ments are adjacent and are of the same type.
[0030] The sub-segment search unit is further config-
ured to generate a search thread for each sub-segment
respectively, and perform a port search on search
threads of all sub-segments in parallel.
[0031] The system according to the embodiment of the
invention may also comprise an interruption information
module configured to calculate historical interruption
times of all connections on each path of all the possible
paths and return a calculation result.
[0032] The system according to the embodiment of the
invention may also comprise a multiplex information
module configured to calculate resource occupancy rate
of a multiplex section on each path of all the possible

paths and return a calculation result.
[0033] A specific implementation mode of a WDM net-
work path search method according to an embodiment
of the present invention comprises the following steps:

step A, searching out a network element linked list
from a source network element of a service to a des-
tination network element according to an inter-net-
work element connection;
step B, performing a port search on the network el-
ement linked list, performing a validity check on a
found node, and ending the search when an invalid
node is found; and
step C, sorting out a path linked list of all possible
paths according to path topology structure data
searched out.

[0034] The validity check comprises checking whether
each item of a wavelength, a wave band, a work/protec-
tion attribute, a branch-path number, a time slot and a
service type is matched.
[0035] The step B further comprises performing a con-
flict check between a found node and an established
path, and ending the search when a node having a con-
flict with the established path is found.
[0036] The step A further comprises dividing the net-
work element linked list into a plurality of sub-segments
according to a preset rule; and the step B further com-
prises performing a port search on the plurality of sub-
segments respectively.
[0037] The preset rule refers to that the network ele-
ments are adjacent and are of the same type.
[0038] In the implementation mode, in the step B, a
port search on the plurality of sub-segments respectively
is performed by adopting a multi-thread method, that is,
generating a search thread for each sub-segment re-
spectively, and perform a port search on search threads
of all sub-segments in parallel so as to improve search
efficiency.
[0039] After the step C, the method further comprises
calculating historical interruption times of all connections
on each path of all the possible paths and returning a
calculation result.
[0040] After the step C, the method further comprises
calculating resource occupancy rate of a multiplex sec-
tion on each path of all the possible paths obtained in the
step C and returning a calculation result.
[0041] Another implementation mode of the embodi-
ment of the present invention is provided below; Fig. 3
shows a flowchart of a specific implementation mode of
the method according to the embodiment of the present
invention; as shown in Fig. 3, the flow comprises the fol-
lowing steps:

step 301: searching out a network element-level con-
nection between a source network element of a serv-
ice and a destination network element according to
an inter-network element connection to form a first-
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level network element linked list;
step 302: dividing the first-level network element
linked list into multiple segments according to a rule,
which is that network elements is adjacent and of
the same type, to form multiple second-level network
element linked lists;
step 303: generating a search thread for each seg-
ment of network elements; performing a sub-path
search, which is a port search in detail, on multiple
threads in parallel;
step 304: sorting out a path linked list of all possible
paths according to path topology structure data
searched out;
step 305: calculating historical interruption times of
all connections on each path;
step 306: calculating a resource occupancy rate of
a multiplex section on each path; and
step 307: returning all the possible paths searched
out, interruption information and resource occupan-
cy rate of a multiplex section.

[0042] Wherein the step 303 describes the process of
multi-thread executions in parallel being detailed to a port
sub-path search, Fig. 4 shows a flowchart of multi-thread
searching in parallel in a specific implementation mode
of the method according to the embodiment of the present
invention; as shown in Fig. 4, the flow comprises the fol-
lowing steps:

step 401: generating a search thread for each sec-
ond-level network element linked list, executing step
402 to each thread in parallel, wherein the first input
port of a sub-path is the source port of the sub-path;
the last output port of the sub-path is the destination
port of the sub-path;
step 402: taking the first port from the current port
linked list;
step 403: determining whether the current port is an
end port, if not, turning to step 404; if yes, turning to
step 415;
step 404: determining whether the circulation of re-
cursively computing a next node linked list for a port
in the current port linked list is ended, if not, turning
to step 405; if yes, turning to step 415;
step 405: determining a port direction, if the port is
a receiving port, turning to step 406; otherwise, turn-
ing to step 407;
step 406: calculating whether the port has a conflict
with a currently established path according to the
opposite-end port rule of a current single board and
finally obtaining all possible next nodes, then turning
to step 410;
step 407: determining whether the port is a transmit-
ting port, if not, turning to step 408, if yes, turning to
step 409;
step 408: when the current port direction is bidirec-
tional or any, determining whether the current port
and a forward port in a path topology structure belong

to the same single board, if yes, indicating that the
port is in a transmitting state at present, then turning
to step 409, otherwise, indicating that the port is in
a receiving state at present, then turning to step 406;
step 409: obtaining node information of a port at the
other connection end according to an optical con-
nection or cross connection of the current port and
calculating whether the node has a conflict with the
currently established path;
step 410: taking the first node from a following node
linked list;
step 411: determining the validity of the node, the
validity determination comprising determining
whether a wavelength, a wave band, a work/protec-
tion attribute, a branch-path number, a time slot and
a service type information is consistent with that of
the previous node, if not, indicating that this node is
invalid, then turning to Step 413, if yes, indicating
that this node is valid, then turning to step 412;
step 412: determining whether the port is an end
port, if not, turning to step 404, if yes, turning to step
413;
step 413: determining whether all the nodes have
been taken, if not, turning to step 414; if yes, turning
to step 404;
step 414: taking a next node and turning to step 411;
step 415: determining whether all the ports have
been taken, if not, turning to step 416, if yes, ending
the flow;
step 416: taking a next node and turning to step 403.

[0043] The step 306 describes the flow of calculating
a multiplex section resource occupied rate on a path, Fig.
5 shows a flowchart of calculating a multiplex section
occupied rate on a path in a specific implementation
mode of the method according to the embodiment of the
present invention; as shown in Fig. 5, the flow comprises
the following steps:

step 501: searching out a multiplex section in a path,
traversing all the ports of the path, making a record
from the last output port of an optical multiplex sec-
tion layer (OMS) terminal type, that is, from the
source port of a multiplex section resource, until the
first input port of the OMS terminal type, wherein the
recorded sequential port linked lists are a multiplex
section of the path.
step 502: calculating the total bandwidth of the mul-
tiplex section and obtaining a source single board of
the multiplex section; if the source single board is a
non-concatenated board, obtaining the bandwidth
directly from single board attributes; if the source sin-
gle board is a concatenated board, tracing forwards
from this single board along the inverse direction of
the connection, accumulating the bandwidths of sin-
gle boards of the same type until a single board of a
different type appears, wherein the accumulated val-
ue is the total bandwidth of the multiplex section and
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is recorded as Band;
step 503: according to an inter-single board connec-
tion and a single-board opposite-end port rule, trac-
ing forwards along the source port of the multiplex
section until a service terminal single board is found;
finally obtaining the number of service terminal
boards communicated with the source port of the
multiplex section, inquiring about the central fre-
quencies/wavelengths of these terminal boards, cal-
culating the number of different wavelengths and re-
cording the number as Occupied which expresses
the number of occupied channels in the multiplex
section;
step 504: calculating the number of all the services
passing through the multiplex section and recording
the number as Used; since some connections bear
no service, the connections passing through the mul-
tiplex section but actually bearing no services will
cause redundancies and the redundancies can
prompt users that there are enough network resourc-
es to be used at present;
step 505: calculating the occupancy rate of the mul-
tiplex section: O = Occupied x 100% / Band, and
redundancy rate R = (Occupied-Used) x 100% /
Band;
step 506: returning the path, the occupancy rate of
multiplex section and redundancy rate of the multi-
plex section.

[0044] Obviously, those skilled in the art should under-
stand that the modules and steps described above can
be implemented by a common computer device; the mod-
ules or steps can be integrated into a single computing
device or distributed on a network composed of a plurality
of computing devices; optionally, the modules or steps
can be implemented by programming codes executable
by a computing device, thus they can be stored in a stor-
age device to be executed by a computing device, or
manufactured into individual integrated circuit module re-
spectively, or several of them can be manufactured into
a single integrated circuit module to be implemented; in
this way, the present invention is not limited to any com-
bination of specific hardware and software.
[0045] The above is the further detailed description of
the present invention in conjunction with specific prefer-
able implementation modes; it should not be considered
that the specific implementation of the present invention
is limited to the description above. For those skilled in
the art, simple deductions or substitutes made without
departing from the concept of the present invention
should be deemed to be included within the protection
scope of the present invention.

Claims

1. A wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) network
path search method, comprising:

A. searching out a network element linked list
from a source network element of a service to a
destination network element according to an in-
ter-network element connection;
B. performing a port search on the network ele-
ment linked list, performing a validity check on
a found node, and ending the search when an
invalid node is found; and
C. sorting out a path linked list of all possible
paths according to path topology structure data
searched out.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein in the step
B, the validity check on a found node is performed
by checking whether each item of a wavelength, a
wave band, a work/protection attribute, a branch-
path number, a time slot and a service type is
matched.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the step
B further comprises performing a conflict check be-
tween a found node and an established path, and
ending the search when a node having a conflict with
the established path is found.

4. The method according to any of claims 1 to 3, where-
in the step A further comprises dividing the network
element linked list into a plurality of sub-segments
according to a preset rule; and the step B further
comprises performing a port search on the plurality
of sub-segments respectively.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein in the step
B, a port search on the plurality of sub-segments
respectively is performed by generating a search
thread for each sub-segment respectively and per-
forming a port search on search threads of all sub-
segments in parallel.

6. The method according to any of claims 1 to 3, further
comprising: after the step C, calculating historical
interruption times of all connections on each path of
all the possible paths obtained in the step C and re-
turning a calculation result.

7. The method according to any of claims 1 to 3, further
comprising: after the step C, calculating a resource
occupancy rate of a multiplex section on each path
of all the possible paths obtained in the step C and
returning a calculation result.

8. A wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) network
path search system, comprising a first search mod-
ule, a second search module and a path generation
module;
the first search module configured to search out a
network element linked list from a source network
element of a service to a destination network element
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according to an inter-network element connection;
the second search module configured to perform a
port search on the network element linked list, per-
form a validity check on a found node, and end the
search when an invalid node is found; and
the path generation module configured to sort out a
path linked list of all possible paths according to path
topology structure data searched out.

9. The system according to claim 8, wherein the validity
check on a found node comprises checking whether
each item of a wavelength, a wave band, a work/
protection attribute, a branch-path number, a time
slot and a service type is matched.

10. The system according to claim 8, wherein the second
search module is further configured to perform a con-
flict check between a found node and an established
path, and end the search when a node having a con-
flict with the established path is found.

11. The system according to any of claims 8 to 10,
wherein the first search module comprises a sub-
segment dividing unit configured to divide the net-
work element linked list into a plurality of sub-seg-
ments according to a preset rule; and the second
search module comprises a sub-segment search
unit configured to perform a port search on the plu-
rality of sub-segments respectively.

12. The system according to claim 11, wherein the sub-
segment search unit is further configured to generate
a search thread for each sub-segment respectively
and perform a port search on search threads of all
sub-segments in parallel.
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